To reduce costs, bundle products and maximize your shipping dollar.
Benefits

- Ship all ordered products on one skid – no need for a freight forwarder
- Mix and match large and small items, including stainless steel housings and filter cartridges
- Avoid time delay that comes from separate purchases
- Lower shipping costs by shipping all items together
- Skid will be stretch-wrapped and protected to arrive safely to receiving agent
- Avoid expensive bank and transfer fees for multiple purchases
- All documentation needed for shipping and delivery will be supplied

Treated Wood or Plastic Pallets

20' Payload
Length = 5.99M (236")
Width = 2.34M (92")
Height = 2.38M (94")

40' Payload
Length = 12.05M (474")
Width = 2.34M (92")
Height = 2.69M (106")

Pallets shipping by air cannot be taller than 62 inches.

Questions?
Ask one of our Service Representatives:
Mon-Fri 8a-8p, Sat 8:30a-4:30p EST